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WINAICO triumphs in Desert Knowledge testing facility
Great results in both laboratory and in real world conditions

Creglingen, 08.08.2013 – PV module manufacturer WINAICO’s focus on perfection
has proven to make their modules one of the most efficient currently on the market,
as shown in real world conditions by their performance at the Desert Knowledge
Australia Solar Centre demonstration facility. Sitting in the harsh conditions of the
Australian outback, the Solar Centre in Alice Springs is an independent
demonstration facility that compares the solar panel performance of leading
manufacturers with real time results.
WINAICO’s assessment of the publicly available data from the Solar Centre indicate
that their panels are more efficient than some of their competitors’ by up to 12 %,
meaning that each panel produces a higher yield for better value.
“It comes as no surprise that WINAICO’s panels have performed so well in these
tests as the panels are manufactured on a completely automated system“, says
Sascha Rossmann, Vice President of Global Sales at WINAICO. Each module
undergoes electroluminescence testing, flash testing and many other automated
tests throughout the production process resulting in maximum performance. With
its strong technical background, WINAICO focuses on performance in real world
conditions, refining production processes and component selection to get the
highest yield.
This thirst to create the very best quality modules with the highest output possible
has led to great results in both laboratory and in real world conditions ensuring
customers’ expectations are exceeded.
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For more information visit:
http://www.dkasolarcentre.com.au/go/about
Desert Knowledge Australia, the Australian Government, the Northern Territory
Government and the project managers, CAT Projects do not endorse, and accept no
legal liability whatsoever arising from, or connected to, the outcomes and conclusions
associated with the use of data from the Desert Knowledge Australia Solar Centre.

WINAICO – Manufacturer and system supplier
As a 100% subsidiary of the semiconductor company Win Win Precision Technology
Co., Ltd., based in Taiwan, WINAICO manufactures and distributes crystalline high
performance modules worldwide. Furthermore, as a systems house for
photovoltaics, WINAICO delivers complete PV system packages.
Company customers are solar specialists, solar technologists, installation specialists
and project developers. Installation specialists profit here from the superior product
quality of products manufactured in Taiwan in accordance with the highest quality
standards, as well as from the comprehensive consultation, planning and
maintenance services from WINAICO. Generous stock levels ensure the rapid
availability of WINAICO products.
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